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Q4 2020 Top Performing Property 

 

Huntington Ridge 
 

Closing Date Structure Location Year Built Units Occupancy 

February 2020 Common Equity DeSoto, Texas 2007 198 95.5% 

 

Property Update 
Huntington Ridge was our top performing property for Q4 2020. Their occupancy is 7.2% higher than the 
DFW market average despite a 1% decrease from Q3. They finished the year with an occupancy of 95.5% 
and leased at 98.5%. Average in-place rent was $1,254 during the quarter, an $21 increase on the 
previous quarter. Net Rental income was 3.1% above budget due to lower vacancy loss. The property 
operations produced an annualized cash-on-cash return of 10.9% for Q4 2020.  
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Capitol on 28th 
 

Closing Date Structure Location Year Built Units Occupancy 

August 2018 Common Equity Oklahoma City, 
Oklahoma 

1967 231 94.8% 

 

Property Update 

The property was 94.8% occupied at the end of Q4, which is considerably higher than the Downtown 
OKC market average of 89.8%. Revenue for the quarter was 2.6% higher than Q3 2020. This is largely 
due to higher rental rates and higher ancillary income. Expenses were 10.4% lower than last quarter. 
Expense decreases largely stem from lower maintenance spend and decreased marketing spend. 
Residents have continued to pay rents and we have not seen COVID-related spikes in delinquency.  
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The Lookout at Comanche Hill 
 

Closing Date Structure Location Year Built Units Occupancy 

October 2019 Common Equity San Antonio, Texas 2016 150 96.7% 

 

Property Update 
The Lookout at Comanche Hill finished the quarter 96.7% occupied, an increase of 0.7 on the previous 
quarter. At 96.7% occupied, the property has an occupancy 6.1 points higher than the San Antonio 
average market occupancy and 3.6% higher than the Northeast San Antonio submarket average 
occupancy. Average in-place rent was $978 during the quarter. The property produced a 10.6% 
annualized cash-on-cash return for Q4 2020. 
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Highland Cross 
 

Closing Date Structure Location Year Built Units Occupancy 

June 2018 Preferred Equity Houston, Texas 1979 236 91.1% 

 

Property Update 
Highland Cross finished the quarter with an occupancy of 91.1%, a decrease of 1.1% compared to Q3 
2020. This is still higher that the Houston market average of 89.3% Average in-place rent was $688 
during the quarter, an increase of $8 on the previous quarter. We have made this property available for 
sale, and are looking at offers.  
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Mariposa Villas 
 

Closing Date Structure Location Year Built Units Occupancy 

February 2020 Common Equity Dallas, Texas 2003 216 96.3% 

 

Property Update 
Mariposa Villas ended the quarter with an occupancy of 96.3%, an increase of 5.1% compared to Q3 
2020. Average in-place rent was $1,158 during the quarter, an increase of $14 compared to previous 
quarter. Management efforts during the quarter remained focused on maintaining high occupancy 
levels, while also increasing rents in desirable floorplans.  
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Newport 
 

Closing Date Structure Location Year Built Units Occupancy 

September 2015 Common Equity Irving, Texas 1981 308 93.5% 

 

Property Update 
Newport ended the quarter 93.5% occupied, an increase of 1.6% compared to Q3 2020. This is 
compared to the DFW average of 91.3%. Average in-place rent was $949 during the quarter. The unit 
upgrade program and some capital renovations are on hold unit market conditions improve.  
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River Oaks 
 

Closing Date Structure Location Year Built Units Occupancy 

February 2020 Common Equity Wylie, Texas 2002 180 93.9% 

 

Property Update 
River Oaks achieved an occupancy of 93.9% at quarter's end, a 1.1% increase from Q3 2020, and well 
above the average Wylie, TX sub-market occupancy at 88.1%. Average in-place rent was $1,188 during 
the quarter, an $8 increase from Q3 2020.  
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Savoy of Garland 
 

Closing Date Structure Location Year Built Units Occupancy 

February 2020 Common Equity Garland, Texas 2008 144 98.6% 

 

Property Update 
Savoy of Garland finished the quarter with an occupancy of 98.6% and increase of 1.2% on Q3 2020 (the 
highest in the portfolio). Savoy's occupancy is 7.3 % higher than the DFW market average. Average in-
place rent was $1,121 during the quarter, an increase by $14 compared to Q3 2020. Savoy produced a 
7.7% annualized cash on cash return during Q4 2020.  
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The Jax 
 

Closing Date Structure Location Year Built Units Occupancy 

September 2019 Common Equity San Antonio, Texas 1997 322 94.4% 

 

Property Update 
The Jax completed the quarter with an occupancy of 94.4%, an increase of 3.1% compared to Q3 2020. 
This continues the trend of two consecutive quarters of increased occupancy and shows the Jax’s steady 
rise as a consistent property in the portfolio. Average in-place rent was $1,050 during the quarter 
compared to the San Antonio market average of $1,042.  
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The Quinn at Westchase 
 

Closing Date Structure Location Year Built Units Occupancy 

May 2020 Preferred Equity Houston, Texas 1978 737 62.3% 

 

Property Update 
The Quinn achieved a quarter ending occupancy of 62.3%, an increase of 11.1% compared to Q3 2020. 
The property was leased at 78.7%, showing an upward trend. This result is due to property manager 
changes. Although the Quinn has a lower occupancy than other properties in the portfolio, it is 
important to note that Upside Avenue has a preferred equity position in this investment. Preferred 
equity investments provide a distribution each quarter, while sacrificing the opportunity for 
appreciation. This protects investors from the ups and downs of the property. 
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Vistas at Pinnacle Park 
 

Closing Date Structure Location Year Built Units Occupancy 

February 2020 Common Equity Dallas, Texas 2003 332 90% 

 

Property Update 
Vistas at Pinnacle Park finished the quarter with an occupancy of 90%. Its occupancy is 1.3% less than 
the DFW market average. The property finished the quarter leased at 92.8% and is on an upward trend. 
Average in-place rent was $1,075 during the quarter, a $29 increase on Q3 2020. The unit upgrade 
program and some capital renovations are on hold unit market conditions improve.  
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Water Ridge 
 

Closing Date Structure Location Year Built Units Occupancy 

September 2020 Common Equity Irving, Texas 1984 476 90.8% 

 

Property Update 
Water Ridge finished the quarter 90.8% occupied, a decrease of 2.3% compared to Q3 2020. However, 
the property finished the quarter leased at 95%, and is on an upward trend. 2021 objectives include 
increasing occupancy and completing exterior capital improvements to preserve the asset and enhance 
the quality of living for residents. Average in-place rent was $983 during the quarter.  
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Disclaimer 

Casoro Capital Partners, LLC (the “Sponsor”) operates a website at www.upsideavenue.com. The information contained on the Site neither 
constitutes an offer for nor a solicitation of interest in any securities offering; however, if an indication of interest is provided, it may be 
withdrawn or revoked, without obligation or commitment of any kind prior to being accepted following the qualification or effectiveness of the 
applicable offering document, and any offer, solicitation or sale of any securities will be made only by means of an offering circular, private 
placement memorandum, or prospectus. No money or other consideration is hereby being solicited, and will not be accepted without such 
potential investor having been provided the applicable offering document. Joining the Site neither constitutes an indication of interest in any 
offering nor involves any obligation or commitment of any kind. 

Casoro Investment Advisory Firm, LLC (“Advisor”), an affiliate of the Sponsor and the investment advisor of the Multi-Housing Income REIT, Inc 
(the “REIT”), is registered with the State of Texas as an investment adviser under the Texas Securities Act. 

No representations or warranties of any kind are made or intended, and none should be inferred, with respect to the economic return or the 
tax consequences from an investment in the REIT. No assurance can be given that existing laws will not be changed or interpreted adversely. 
Prospective investors are not to construe this presentation as legal or tax advice. Each investor should consult his or its own counsel and 
accountant for advice concerning the various legal, tax, ERISA and economic matters concerning his or its investment. 

Certain information contained in this Site constitutes “forward-looking statements” which can be identified by use of forward-looking 
terminology such as “may,” “will,” “target,” “should,” “expect,” “attempt,” “anticipate,” “project,” “estimate,” “intend,” “seek,” “continue,” or 
“believe” or the negatives thereof or other variations thereon or comparable terminology. Due to the various risks and uncertainties, actual 
events or results in the actual performance of the REIT may differ materially from those reflected or contemplated in such forward-looking 
statements. Except as required by law, neither we nor any other person assumes responsibility for the accuracy and completeness of the 
forward-looking statements. We undertake no obligation to update publicly any forward-looking statements for any reason to conform these 
statements to actual results or to changes in our expectations. 

Any expected returns, or simulated, hypothetical performance projections may not reflect actual future performance. Projected and/or 
hypothetical performance does not represent actual investments and may not reflect the effect of material economic and market factors. 
Actual investors in the REIT may experience different results from any hypothetical results shown. There is a potential for loss, as well as gain, 
that is not reflected in the hypothetical information portrayed. 

Furthermore, past performance returns from Sponsor’s affiliates are provided for informational purposes only. Such past returns may reflect 
the performance of assets for a finite time, during a period of different, or extreme, market activity. 

There can be no assurance that an investment mix or any projected or actual performance shown on the Site will lead to the expected results 
shown or perform in any predictable manner. It should not be assumed that investors will experience returns in the future, if any, comparable 
to those shown or that any or all investors in the REIT or affiliated entities experienced such returns. 

Ratings and user reviews from third-party platforms are for informational purposes only. All product names, logos, and brands are property of 
their respective owners. Use of these names, logos, and brands is for identification purposes only, and does not imply endorsement or 
affiliation. While the data we use from third parties is believed to be reliable, we cannot ensure the accuracy or completeness of data provided 
by investors or other third parties, including consumer ratings and performance reviews. 

Performance information is presented net of all management fees and expenses unless marked otherwise. Commissions are not considered 
since investors on our Site are not charged trading commissions or any other transaction-based fees. 

Any comparison to traditional financial advisors and/or publicly-traded REITs is based on an evaluation of average fees and returns. Actual 
results may be different for each investor and there can be no guarantee of enhanced returns due to investing in the REIT or the use of the 
Advisor’s services or recommendations. 

PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT INDICATIVE OR A GUARANTEE OF FUTURE RESULTS. 
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